Instructions:
If you think your kids need more listening practice, read the story
on page 3 to your kids first. Or you can have them listen
to the story and answer the questions on this video.
Here is the QR code for the video also:

I created an embedded reading for this story. Embedded readings have multiple versions
of the same story going from a simple story without details to the complete story. This
embedded reading has two versions with an activity for each version.

I have not given the English translation for every word (like ogro and bebé). I want my
kids to use reading strategies such as looking for cognates and using context to figure out
what something means.
If you don’t read the story to them, it’s still a good idea to ask the questions on p. 3 after
they read Versión 1 to check their understanding.
On the next page (p. 2), there are sets of sentences for one of the reading activities in
Versión 2. Print enough sets so each kid has a set.
I got the dragon that was made of rocks and a monster that was a tree from this post
about weird things people have seen in the woods.
In Versión 2, the ogre mom has a chancla (flip flop) which is used by Hispanic mamas like
a lot of mamas in the United States use a wooden spoon. It’s definitely something to be
feared!
If you and your kids haven’t heard of a chancla before now, there are tons of memes
about it (this one is great!) and this video is really funny. Make sure your kids understand
the power of la chancla before reading the story, or it won’t really make sense.

An answer key for the reading activities is on p. 6.
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I proofread things multiple times, but I make mistakes. If you see any errors or if you
have any questions, please contact me at nicole@spanishschoolforkids.com. I will do my
best to reply promptly.

